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ABSTRACT
The Role of Intonation in L2 Russian Speakers’ Intelligibility,
Comprehensibility and Accentedness
Emma Jane Top
Center for Language Studies, BYU
Master of Arts
The present study examined the ability of 4th year students of Russian as a second
language to use intonation to form intelligible questions. 25 speakers were recorded
asking a question in which they were supposed to stress one word in the question using
intonation, as is standard in Russian. They then received an intelligibility score based on
whether the native Russian raters correctly understood that they were asking a question
and what they were asking a question about. Additionally, native speakers rated the
speech samples on accentedness, meaning how much the speech deviated from native
norms and comprehensibility, meaning how difficult it was to understand the speaker.
Both of these last two constructs, i.e., comprehensibility and accentedness were rated
using a Likert scale. It was then examined whether there was correlation between
intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness.
This study found the L2 speakers of Russian were correctly understood as asking
a question 89% of the time, but what the question was about was only correctly
understood at a rate of 39%. Correlation was found between accentedness and
comprehensibility, meaning that speakers with better accentedness also received higher
comprehensibility scores. But no correlation was found between intelligibility and
accentedness nor with comprehensibility.
The study concludes with suggestions of why intonation is, in fact, important in
communication and suggests areas for improvement in pedagogical settings as well as
directions for future research which would include context-based dialogues and the use of
Praat in judging statements.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In recent decades the emphasis in teaching second language pronunciation has
been more focused on improving global pronunciation in terms of intelligibility and
comprehensibility, rather than focusing on completely eliminating a foreign accent due to
errors with individual sounds. Many factors can contribute to foreign accent and can
often impede the speaker’s intelligibility and comprehensibility. One specific feature of
second language (L2) speech that has only recently begun receiving particular attention is
that of suprasegmentals, such as intonation, speech rate and word stress and their critical
role in not only accent but in basic communication.
Intonation plays a particularly important role in Russian because, like in many
other languages, it can be used to indicate that a question is being asked and what it is
being asked about. L2 learners of Russian will often find themselves receiving blank
stares after asking a question because they did not correctly use intonation to signal to the
native speaker that they are, in fact, asking a question and expecting a response of some
sort. This, in turn, can thwart the flow of communication and make it more difficult for
native speakers of Russian to understand the L2 speaker.
Yet despite the importance of intonation in every day communication when
speaking in Russian, it receives very little attention in both research and classroom
instruction as well.
The present study seeks to explore the ability of more advanced learners of
Russian, namely fourth year L2 Russian students, to use intonation to ask questions.
Many studies have been done on intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness in
second language speakers, but few, if any such studies, have tested L2 speakers of
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Russian. This thesis aims to fill the gap. Intelligibility in this study is defined as whether
the speaker was able to use intonation correctly to form what native speakers would
recognize as an intelligible question. The study further explores whether intonation plays
a role in the ratings that native Russian speakers give to L2 Russian speakers in terms of
comprehensibility and accent.
Background and Significance
Russian intonation. In Russian, intonation or sentence stress denotes meaning at
the clause and sentence level, playing an important role in conveying semantic function
as well as attitude and emotion. Questions and statements can be formed in the exact
same way with only intonation to distinguish the difference between the two. For
example, intonation is used in Russian to form a question by using a sharp rise in
intonation on the stressed syllable of the word in question followed by a drop in pitch. A
statement, is mostly monotone with the pitch falling slightly on the emphasized word in
the sentence. In addition to distinguishing questions from statements, intonation is used to
convey attitude and emotion. While there is some research on the six contours of Russian
intonation, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, research specifically on
the acquisition of intonation by L2 learners in Russian is particularly sparse. It’s worth
noting that research has been done on the acquisition of English by native Russian
speakers, but very little exists on the acquisition of Russian by English speakers in
English publications. Furthermore, no studies have explored intelligibility,
comprehensibility and accentedness in speakers of Russian as a second language.
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Intellgibility, comprehensibility and accentedness. Derwing, Munro and Wiebe
(1998) have defined intelligibility as how much of what a speaker says is understood by a
native speaker of that language. In the present study intelligibility is measured in two
ways: first, by whether native listeners correctly understood that a question was being
asked and second, what was being asked about. Comprehensibility is defined as the ease
with which a native speaker was able to understand the speaker and this is measured by
the ratings a native speaker gives to that speaker on a Likert scale (Derwing, Munro and
Wiebe, 1998). Accentedness, on the other hand, refers to the degree to which the speech
of a non-native speaker deviates from the speech of natives, which in this study is also
measured using a Likert scale.
Up until now the majority of such studies on intelligibility, comprehensibility and
accentedness have been done with speakers of English as a second language. In their
study on intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness, Munro and Derwing (1995b)
acknowledge the lack of literature and research on this area in languages other than
English and called for future research to explore these factors in other languages. Thus,
the present study seeks to answer that call by exploring intelligibility, comprehensibility
and accentedness in American speakers of Russian as a second language.
The role of intonation in intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness.
Although the research on intonation is meager, it is gradually emerging as an important
topic for consideration in the communicative classroom. Chun (1988a) points out that
intonation has many roles in communication such as accentuating information,
expressing emotions, expressing finality, signaling the desire for a response or reaction.
Surely these functions contribute to how much of what is communicated is understood by
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native speakers (intelligibility) and the ease with which they are able to communicate
with others (comprensibility).
The present study seeks to address the lack of research in the above three areas. It
answers Munro and Derwing’s (1995b) call for more research examining intelligibility,
comprehensibility and accent in languages other than English, by focusing on
comprehensibility and accentedness. In the speech of Americans learning Russian, as
already noted, the studies on Russian intonation are sparse, and even more sparse among
L2 learners. Chun’s (1988a) observations about the importance of intonation in
communication ring especially true in Russian because intonation is needed for the most
basic of communicative functions such as distinguishing between a question and a
statement.
Because intonation is so important in Russian in being able to communicate, to
ask questions and obtain information, the present study seeks to find out whether 1)
students are able to use intonation in a way that makes it clear to native speakers of
Russian that they are asking a question; 2) that they are able to use intonation to
emphasize the word that they are asking the question about; and 3) to determine whether
their ability to use intonation correctly impacts the ratings native speakers give their
pronunciation in terms comprehensibility, and accentedness.
Research Questions
The purpose of the present study is to explore L2 speakers’ ability to use
intonation to ask a question and to explore how this intonation affects the ratings that
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native Russian speakers give for intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness. This
study seeks to answer the following three questions:
1. Are speakers of Russian as an L2 able to use intonation to convey that they are
asking a question as opposed to making a statement?
2. Are speakers of Russian as an L2 able to use intonation to emphasize the word
that they are asking about?
3. Does the ability to use intonation properly affect the ratings given by native
Russian speakers in terms of comprehensibility and accent?
Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 will review the existing literature on intonation and intelligibility,
comprehensibility and accentedness and will lay the background and the significance of
the present study in further depth. Chapter 3 will discuss the methodology for the
experiment, including information on the participants and the methods and intruments
used. Chapter 4 will discuss the data and results of the experiment. And Chapter 5 will
discuss limitations of the study, directions for future research as well as pedagogical
implications.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Chapter Overview
This research primarily explores two questions: how well do learners of Russian
use intonation, and how does that intonation affect ratings of accentedness,
comprehensibility and intelligibility given by native speakers of Russian. The purpose of
the first part of this chapter is to explore the importance of intonation in everyday
communication in all languages as well as to discuss the specifics of how intonation is
used in Russian and how it is taught to second language learners. The phonetic specifics
of the two types of intonation contours that are investigated in the present study will be
explained as well as their importance in communication. The second part of this chapter
will address the constructs of accentedness, comprehensibility and intelligibility and will
discuss the role that intonation plays in each.
Part I: Intonation
Kang, Rubin and Pickering (2010) define intonation as “the linguistically
meaningful use of vocal pitch level and pitch movement in phrases” (p. 556). Chun
(1988a) explains that intonation has two functions: to express accent and to express
attitude. A specific intonation may accompany questions or emphasize certain
imformation. It may also convey attitude and emotion of the speaker. In addition, it is
used to signal interractional strategies such as taking the floor, asking for clarification and
concluding an argument. Thus, intonation, Chun notes is “a powerful tool for negotiating
meaning, managing interaction, and achieving discourse coherence” (p. 295).
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Chun (1988a) points out the lack of attention given to intonation even in ACTFL
guidelines. Proficiency for these guidelines is typically characterized within grammatical,
sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic categories. Grammatical competence can be
understood as the correct use of grammar. Sociolinguistic competence is knowledge of
what is socially and culturally acceptable. Discourse competence is the ability to string
together thoughts and utterances into cohesive paragraphs. And strategic competence is
the ability to use verbal and nonverbal cues to interpret, express and negotiate meaning.
Chun (1988a) strongly argues that intonation is absolutely necessary and relevent in each
of these categories. Intonation can be a basic grammatical function in distinguishing a
statement from a question. It is used to demonstrate social politeness when interrupting or
indicating that you would like feedback. The proper use of intonation is essential at the
discourse level because the intonation that you would use when asking a passerby a
question must most certainly differ from the intonation that you would use when giving a
presentation. And intonation is especially crucial in the negotiation of meaning.
As was already mentioned above, intonation is almost entirely absent in the
ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. In fact, in two levels of the ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines no mention is made of intonation or pronunciation whatsoever. Asking yes-no
or clarifying questions are present at the very beginning of language learning and these
must be accompanied by correct intonation. But even at the most basic level intonation is
not mentioned to ACTFL raters as something that may affect their rating. Chun (1988a)
argues that this lack of emphasis on intonation is a result of the commonly held notion
that intonation is redundant if a sentence contains proper grammar and syntax, and thus
need not be taught. Chun (1988a) refutes this claim strongly on two points by saying,
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“First, intonation provides meaning not coded in any other form; second the language
learner needs not only to make her/himself understood but also to understand intonational
contrasts made by native speakers as overlays over syntactic form” (p. 82).
Since Chun’s (1988a) research brought attention to the importance of intonation
in communicative competence and the lack of emphasis placed on it in the classroom,
more research has begun to investigate intonation’s role in every day communication as
well as its effects on overall accentedness, intelligibility and comprehensibility, which
will be discussed in further detail in the Intelligibility, Comprehensibility and
Accentedness section.
Although incorrect intonation can negatively affect intelligibility,
comprehensibility and perceived accentedness, it can be improved with experience and
instruction. O’Brien (2004) in her study of the effects of intonation on accentedness
ratings found that L2 German speakers who were residing in Germany at the time of their
participation in the study received better accentedness scores than their counterparts who
had not lived in a German speaking country. As a result of such findings, more attention
is being given to explicit instruction on suprasegmentals, such as intonation, as a way of
improving accent as well as intelligibility and comprehensibility. Celce-Murcia et al.
(1996), among others, found that shifting focus to the teaching of suprasegmentals
improved comprehensibility and additionally was less frustrating for students because
they felt like they were making more immediate improvements.
Regardless of the research that points to instruction on intonation being effective
in multiple spheres, many teachers find it difficult to teach in a way that builds
communicative competency. In her article “Teaching intonation as part of communicative
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competence: Suggestions for the classroom”, Chun (1988b) addresses some of the
difficulties teachers may face in teaching intonation. She found that because teachers so
often direct the class in the direction they want to go, their own intonation is often limited
to commands and interrogatives. Creating an atmosphere where the students have to use
intonation to make authentic inquiries is difficult. In addition, students are very rarely
given the chance at discourse management, which means they may not learn how to steer
and direct conversations. While many teachers argue that students’ inability to lead and
direct a conversation is due to lack of vocabulary or grammatical knowledge, Chun
claims that it could also be because they have not yet learned the intonation that signals
that they are taking the floor. Her ideas for improving intonation instruction include
creating more of an atmosphere where students are forced to take more verbal control in
the classroom and also giving explicit examples of contrastive intonation to practice.
While her ideas are insightful, many teachers still struggle to effectively incorporate
intonation into the classroom cirriculum.
It can be concluded that the role of intonation in basic communication is
invaluable. Its effects on intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness are
significant and thus it deserves more attention not only in research but also in the
classroom. The bulk of research investigates the acquisition of intonation by L2 learners
of English. But the universality of intonation as a meaningful component in
communication suggests that more research on it should be done in various languages.
The more intonation is understood to play an essential role in communication the more it
merits emphasis in the classroom.
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Russian intonation. As in all languages, intonation is what transforms words and
phrases into an utterance to be communicated. For example, the sentence in English,
“You’re going to the movies with Dan” could have various meanings depending on the
intonation that accompanies it. Intonation that goes up on the end would, according to
English intonation patterns, make this a question. More monotone intonation with a drop
on the end of the sentence would imply a statement or command. Russian does this by
using two prosodic systems, that of word stress and that of sentence intonation by using a
‘heightened degree of stress’ (Svetozarova, 1998). Word stress in Russian is important
because it is essential in knowing how to correctly pronounce a word. There are some
words in Russian that are written the same way but have two different meanings
depending on which syllable is stressed. For example, the Russian word múka with the
stress on the first syllable means ‘torment’ and with the stress on the last syllable, muká,
means ‘flour’. Knowing the correct word stress is essential not only for correct
pronunciation of a word but also in the correct formation of sentence stress. One pitch
will rise or fall on the stressed syllable of the stressed word depending on whether the
utterance is a question or a statement and what is being asked about. With the
understanding of the importance of word stress and its role in sentential stress in Russian
we can now proceed to discuss the importance and various types of Russian sentence
intonation.
To date, most of the research that has been done on Russian intonation has been
concerned with either describing intonational features of certain sentence and syntactic
categories (Svetozarova, 1982) or describing a limited selection of intonational forms by
discovering minimal pairs (Bryzgunova, 1963; Odé, 1989). It could be said that the study
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of Russian intonation as a system that could be documented and taught began with
Bryzgunova (1963). In her work, Bryzgunova delineates what are known as
интонационные конструкции(ИК), or intonation constructions (IK) into 7 categories.
Within these 7 constructions are appropriate intonation patterns for asking questions,
making declarations, expressing delight and so on. Bryzgunova set the foundation for IK
notation upon which Odé (1989) has built much of her work and has shown that the
Russian intonation system is far more elaborate than Bryzgunova described. Odé’s (1989)
study is by far the most well-known perceptual study. It analyzes the acoustic properties
of the various IKs but does not discuss the communicative functions of these
constructions. But it is thanks to the work of these two authors that the notational system
used to study and to teach Russian intonation today was established.
Intonation constructions 1 and 3. There are typically seven well-studied and
used intonation constructions (IKs). The two IKs that will be discussed in this study are
that of IK-1 and IK-3. An understanding on the distinction between these two
constructions is essential for the most basic exchanges of information in Russian. For
example, a simple sentence such as ona uchitsya ‘she studies’ could be, depending on the
intonation used, interpreted as a statement, an exclamation or a question.
IK-1 is used for statements or declarative sentences. It is characterized by a flat,
mid tone that continues to the stressed syllable of the sententially stressed word, where it
drops in tone for the post-accented syllables. IK-1 differs from the English statement
intonation in that it is much more monotone. There is a drop in tone on the emphasized
information and the tone remains flat until the end of the sentence.
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IK-3 is used to form questions when no question words (such as when, who, what,
how) are present. Svetozarova (1998) points out that not only are these utterances formed
without any question words, they are also formed without any special word order. IK-3
is characterized by a sharp and quick rise in tone on the stressed syllable on the word that
is being emphasized or questioned. The tone in post-accented position is lower than the
tone in pre-accented position. This means that one may alter the rise in tone depending on
what is being asked about. For example, in the sentence, Ty poznakomilsya s otsom Sashi
‘Have you met Sasha’s father?’ you could just be asking about whether you’ve met him
or not in general which would require the rise in tone to be on the stressed syllable of
‘met’ (in Russian poznakomilsya), as in the intonation contour on the left in Figure 1
below. If you already knew, perhaps, that the person had met someone’s father but you
wanted to know if they had specifically met Sasha’s father, then your rise in tone would
be on the stressed syllable of the word ‘Sasha’, as shown in the intonation contour on the
right of Figure 1. This use of intonation to contrast parts of a sentence to get more
specific information is known as contrastive stress (Chomsky, 2006). So not only is this
construction important for just asking basic yes-no questions but it is important for
eliciting the exact information you are looking for.
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Figure 1. General Question Intonation in Russian and Contrastive Stress.
IK-3 is similar to English question intonation in that you have a rise in tone on the
word that you are asking about. In Russian, the pitch on the word in question is much
higher and distinct than in English and the following parts of the sentence are much more
monotone than their English counterparts. One strong difference is the intonation of
yes/no questions with no context. In English, when we are simply asking a yes/no
question our intonation goes up at the end of the sentence whereas in Russian there is a
sharp rise in tone on the verb in the sentence. These differing intonation contours are
shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Comparison of Russian and English General Question Intonation
These two intonation patterns differ greatly in these two languages, which is why
American English speakers often apply English intonation to their yes/no questions in
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Russian. Utterances with a rise in tone at the end of the sentence do not register as
questions to the Russian ear and this can often cause confusion in communication.
There have been several studies that analyze the intonational differences between
statements and questions in Russian and the ability of native listeners to distinguish
between the two. Svetozarova (1982) found that native listeners performed well in
distinguishing a single 3-syllable word as a declaration, an exclamation or a question.
Listeners were able to accurately make the distinction of the three in booth isolated
speech recordings, as well as synthesized samples. Other studies in the English literature
on Russian intonation (Makarova 2007; Rathcke 2006; Meyer and Mleinek 2006) had
similar findings. All of these studies, however only use intonation as produced and
perceived by native speakers. No studies have been done measuring the accuracy with
which native Russian speakers are able to understand the declaration/question distinction
produced by L2 speakers of Russian.
Although, as Svetozarova (1998) noted, research on the acquisition of intonation
by L2 learners in Russian is sparse, some studies have been done which recognize the
common problems of transferring English intonation to Russian speech by L2 speakers of
Russian. This type of ambiguity in intonation in Russian can cause
misunderstandings, such as whether an utterance is a question or a statement, as well as
misunderstandings in the emotion and attitude behind the statement (Lake, 1982; Leed,
1965; Holden & Hogan, 1993). No studies have been done that investigate the
intelligibility and comprehensibility of yes-no questions produced by L2 speaker’s of
Russian and the degree to which innappropriate use makes their speech sound ‘accented’.
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The teaching of Russian intonation. Considering that intonation plays such an
important role as the only distinguishing factor between a question and a statement, one
would assume that it would be of primary focus in the L2 Russian classroom. More often
than not this is not the case, at least in American Russian classrooms. In my experience
studying Russian at American and Russian universities I noticed a disconnect in the
emphasis placed on intonation in the classroom. In my classes at Moscow State
University we spent an entire semester on learning the seven intonation constructions and
their numerous realizations in Russian speech. We studied these with help of
Barkhudarova’s (2002) textbook on Russian phonetics and intonation. This textbook was
specifically designed for foreign students and gives them a chance to practice reading
texts and uttering various sentences and applying the rules about intonation that they are
learning. This textbook uses the notation systems introduced by Bryzgunova. Students
see the IKs represented by small graphs and listen to their teacher producing the various
IKs. We were expected to be able to recognize and produce any of the IKs and explain a
context in which they would be used. Knowledge of these IKs was considered absolutely
essential not only for just every day interraction on the street but for the presentations and
oral exams that we as students were expected to participate in.
American textbooks for learning Russian, such as Nachalo (2002) and Golosa
(2002), on the other hand, mention intonation but only for the purpose of question
formation and give no suggestions to the teacher about how to incorporate and emphasize
the importance of correct intonation in the classroom. There are activities that students
are required to do on their own at home, where they will listen to utterances and label
them as being one of the various IKs. But these exercises are typically given as
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homework to be done by the student at home on their own and a review of this homework
is rarely worked into the class schedule. This is understandable considering that these are
books for first and second-year Russian. Intonation may just be too complex of a subject
to introduce at the elementary level. But even William Hamilton’s Introduction to
Russian Phonology and Word Structure (1980) and Fundamentals of the Structure and
History of Russian which are used to teach Russian phonology on a more advanced level
and are commonly used in university Russian phonology classes, make no mention of
intonation. So intonation is not receiving sufficient attention as an essential part of
communication nor is it receiving focus as a way to improve overall pronuncation.
The lack of research on the acquisition of intonation in Russian as an L2, the lack
of attention paid to it in Russian classrooms in the United States, and the lack of materials
to use in the instruction of intonation sets the framework for my research.
In conclusion, not only can improving intonation potentially lessen accent, it is
essential for communicative competency. This is especially true about intonation in
Russian where, in some cases, it is the only factor distinguishing a statement from a
question and is thus invaluable in being able to carry on a conversation. In recent decades
the case for more emphasis on teaching intonation in the classroom has been made
because of its importance in increasing communicative competence, but it continues to
get little attention in the classroom.
Part II: Accentedness, Comprehensibility and Intelligibility
Having laid the groundwork as to the importance of intonation, it is also important
to investigate the role of intonation in accentedness, comprehensibility and intelligibility.
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This section of the literature review will describe these constructs, the methods typically
used to measure them as well as various factors that contribute to the ratings of each as
given by native speakers.
Accentedness. Accentedness is typically defined as speech that differs from the
norms as judged by native speakers of that language. Although the debate on what causes
a foreign accent has been hotly debated for many decades (Lenneberg, 1967; Long, 1990;
Flege, 1987) it is typically believed that foreign accent occurs when a language is
learned after the critical age, typically ocurring around puberty. Ridding oneself of an
accent when learning a second language after this age is widely considered to be
extremely difficult if not impossible (Piske, MacKay & Flege, 2001). Part of this
difficulty comes from the fact that, in speaking a foreign language, speakers often
transfer the habits and norms of their native language to the new language even when the
phonetic and phonological systems of the two languages may differ. For example,
English speakers of Russian as a second language often struggle with palatalization of
consonants, which is a distinction we don’t have in English (Avanesov, 1972). Native
Russian speakers, as a result, may rate L2 Russian speakers who don’t make this
distinction as having a strong accent.
Levels of accentedness are likewise usually measured according to ratings that
native speakers of that language give based on a Likert scale. Many studies have
recognized the importance of correct pronunciation of individual sounds in determining
accent (Munro and Derwing, 2006). For example, comprehensibility might be low,
meaning that the person was difficult to understand and accentedness might be high in a
speaker who continually confuses /l/ and /r/. This may cause confusion for the native
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listener and thus make the speaker’s speech seem less intelligible and more accented. In
addition to individual speech sounds, research in recent years has been acknowledging
that suprasegmentals, such as intonation and speech rate, contribute to overall
intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness scores.
Jackson and O’Brien (2011) found that intermediate learners of German were able
to use prosodic cues, such as intonation to convey the intended meaning of a sentence.
This study emphasizes that understanding how to use prosodic cues should be given more
emphasis in pedagogy because, not only does it make their utterances more
comprehensible, it increases their ability to perceive the intended message. But despite
Jackson and O’Brien’s (2011) findings about the abilities of intermediate learners,
incorrect intonation continues to contribute to lower intelligibility and comprehensibility
as well as having speech judged as accented by native speakers in speakers of all levels.
O’Brien (2004) explored what factors affected native German speakers judgements of L2
German speakers’ accents. She found that raters focused more on suprasegmental
features, such as stress, rhythm and intonation more than they did on individual sounds.
Factors affecting accentedness. Research in recent decades has shown that
prosody, which includes the rhythm, stress and intonation of a language can affect the
perceived accentedness of L2 speech more than that of mere sounds in L2 speech
(Anderson-Hsieh, 1992; Derwing and Munro, 2005; Munro, 1995; Munro and Derwing,
2006). In another such study Van Els and De Bot (1987) show just how much native
speakers focus on intonation when making judgements about accentedness. Samples of
native Dutch speakers and non-native speakers from three different language
backgrounds were played for native speakers of Dutch. Listeners heard the sample both
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in their original form as well as in a filtered form where the pitch contours were flattened,
thus removing the intonation. Native listeners were able to identify native Dutch speakers
with above 90% accuracy when the intonation was present in the sample. With the
filtered speech (no intonation), however, their accuracy dropped to 48%. This would
suggest that native speakers do use intonation to make judgements on accentedness and
what consititues a ‘native speaker’.
Such studies have inspired an increase in research as to the importance of
suprasegmentals as well as more instruction on suprasegmentals in the classroom.
Derwing and Rossiter (2003) found that explicit instruction in pronunciation, specifically
with more emphasis on suprasegmentals rather than segmentals leads to improvement in
accentedness. Although the field of research on intonation and accentedness continues to
grow more and more, there have yet to be any such studies on the role of intonation in the
accentedness, intelligibility and comphrensibility ratings of L2 speakers of Russian.
Because eliminating accent can be a difficult and often times discouraging task,
the new trend in pronunciation instruction is not so much in eliminating accent, but in
increasing comprehensibility and intelligibility. And as research in recent years has begun
to suggest, intonation plays a crucial role in making oneself understood by native
speakers and is subsequently receiving more and more attention.
Intelligibility. Intelligibility is commonly defined as how much of what a speaker
says is understood by native speakers of that language (Munro and Derwing, 1995b).
Intelligibility can be judged in a variety of ways. Munro and Derwing (1995b), who have
done a large portion of the research on intelligibility, comprehensibility and
accentedness, measured intelligibity by asking non-native speakers to come up with a
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story based on a picture. These samples were recorded and then played for native
speakers who were asked to transcribe what they heard. Intelligibilty scores were given to
the non-native speakers according to what percentage of their speech the native speakers
correctly understood. Other methods have included asking native speakers to rate
intelligibility on a Likert scale (Fayer and Krasinski, 1987). However Derwing and
Munro (2009) acknowledge that although no such method has yet been discovered that
can perfectly measure intelligibility, all the methods used show that intelligibility differs
from comprehensibility and accentedness.
Factors affecting intelligibility. Several factors have been found to contribute to
reduced intelligibility. Some of those factors include incorrect grammar and vocabulary
usage, phonology and pronunciation as well as hesitation in speech (Ensz, 1982; Fayer
and Krasinski, 1987). Other researchers have found that although deviance in segmentals
did adversely affect pronunciation ratings, deviant prosody had a more detrimental affect
on ratings of pronunciation and especially global ratings, such as intelligibility
(Anderson-Hsieh, Johnson, and Koehler, 1992). Hahn (2004) explored the effect of
primary or sentence stress on the intelligibility of non native international teaching
assistants. The speakers were supposed to use stress or intonation to emphasize new and
given information. When this was done incorrectly native listeners had a hard time
knowing what they should be focusing their attention on. This illustrates what an
important role of sentence stress in conveying to the listener the critical part of the
utterance. When sentence stress is used to ask a question, incorrect use can leave the
listener confused as to whether the statement was a questions and, if it was, what was
being stressed or asked about. As important as a simple yes-no question is in every day
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communication, no studies have been done investigating the intelligibility of questions
produced by L2 speakers.
The present study defines intelligibility as whether the speaker’s question was
understood correctly as being a question and what was being asked about. No other
studies have investigated intelligibility of questions on the basis of intonation.
Comprehensibility. Comprehensibility is typically defined as a listener’s
perception of how easy it is to understand a given speaker (Munro and Derwing, 1995b).
Whereas intelligibility aims more at measuring how much is actually understood by a
listener, comprehensibility relates to how much effort the listener felt they had to put into
understanding an utterance. Derwing and Munro (2009) found that ratings of
comprehensibility typically correspond to the amount of time and effort it takes a listener
to process an utterance. Even if an utterance is ultimately perfectly understood, it may
have taken the listener several times hearing the uttterance and listening very attentively
which could result in a low comprehensibility score. Comprehensibility is usually
measured by listeners using a Likert scale.
A great deal of previous research has shown comprehensibility and intelligibility
play a more important role in successful communication than does accentedness (Munro
& Derwing, 1995a;Derwing & Munro 1997, Munro, Derwing & Morton, 2006). It is
perfectly possible for speech to be rated by native listeners as highly accented but still
receive a high comprehensibility rating.
Factors affecting comprehensibility. The comprehensibility rating is made up of
two participants: the listener and the speaker. Because the most common measure of
comprehensibility is a Likert scale where native speakers assign a non-native speaker a
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rating, it is important to recognize what factors might come into play for a given rating.
Some reasearch has found that listeners who have more experience with non-native
speakers of their language could be said to have had more practice and would thus need
to expend less effort to understand a speaker. This, in turn, can result in a higher
comprehensibility rating (Smith and Bisazza, 1982; Gass and Varonis, 1984). However,
Derwing, Munro and Morton (2006) asked L2 speakers of English from various L1s
(Japanese, Cantonese, Polish and Spanish) to listen to the English speech of other L2
speakers. The findings showed only weak evidence that the listeners rate other speakers
from their same L1 as being more comprehensible than speakers from a different L1.
This ‘mutual intelligibility’ was only found weakly between Japanese speakers and
Cantonese speakers. Moreover, the ratings that the non-native listeners gave correlated
with those of native English listeners. This body of research indicates that
comprehensibility ratings are consistent among various groups of listeners and can be
reliably rated even by untrained or unsophisticated listeners.
So if the bulk of the burden in comprehensibility lies on the speaker’s shoulders,
what factors contribute to high and low comprehensbility ratings? Kang (2010) looked at
the relative weights of various features such as speaking rate, pausing, stress and
intonation on the comprehensibility judgements given to International Teaching
Assistants (ITA). This study concluded that a slow speaking rate was most often what
led the listeners to give students a low comprehensibility score. Pickering (2001) found
that it was improper use of intonation, specifically in East Asian ITAs, that led to the low
comprehensibility scores given by native English listeners. Whereas native English
speaking teachers were able to use more of an informational intonation and to connect
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with their students, non-native ITAs were unable to use intonation to increase their
student’s comprehension of the material and show involvement with their students.
Derwing and Munro (2009) investigate how low comprehensiblity ratings for L2
speakers affect their interractions in the workplace. Their findings indicate that people in
the workplace show a preference for more comprehensible speakers. Whether in an
academic setting or the workplace, improper use of segmental as well as suprasegmentals
in a language can lead to strained interraction and communication.
In summary, accentedness is defined as the degree to which speech differs from
native norms as judged by a native speaker. Intelligibility is defined as how much of what
the speaker says is understood and comprehensibility is defined as the amount of effort a
native speaker how to exert in understanding the speaker. While the three constructs are
partially independent, Munro and Derwing (2006) found that intelligibility and
comprehensibility seem to be more coorelated than intelligibility and accentedness. A
speaker could be perfectly intelligible to a native speaker but still be rated as highly
accented. They emphasize, however, that the reverse does not happen. A speaker who is
highly untelligible will always receive a highly accented rating. For this reason Derwing
and Munro (2009) posit that more emphasis needs to be placed on moving from the
former trends of reducing accent to increasing intelligibility.
Lastly, although the research on intelligibility, comprehensibility and
accentedness is growing in popularity and importance, the majority of these studies have
been done in testing the speech of L2 English speakers. Munro and Derwing (1995b)
acknowledge the paucity of studies done in various languages and call for more such
studies to be done in languages other than English. No studies have been done
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investigating intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness in L2 speakers of
Russian.
Conclusion
The literature on the intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness of the
Russian speech of L2 learners is sparse, if not non-existent. Although intonation plays a
very important role in Russian it has received very little attention in English language
literature. This study seeks to fill to fill those gaps by exploring the intelligibility of
questions using question intonation and how this ability correlates with comprehensibility
and accentedness ratings.
Research Questions
Based on the foregoing discussing the research questions for the present study are
as follows:
1. Are speakers of Russian as an L2 able to use intonation to convey that they are
asking a question as opposed to making a statement?
2. Are speakers of Russian as an L2 able to use intonation to emphasize the word
that they are asking about?
3. Does the ability to properly use intonation affect the ratings given by native
Russian speakers in terms of comprehensibility and accent?
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Chapter 3: Study Methodology
Chapter Overview
To answer the research questions given in Chapter 2 the following study was
conducted. This chapter will discuss the subjects and methodology used to determine
intelligibility, accentedness and comprehensibility of the speech of the L2 Russian
participants in this research. In addition, this chapter discusses the native Russian
listeners who rated the data. Secondly, this chapter will discuss the instruments used to
conduct the experiment, namely the tokens that the speakers recorded and the ratings
given to those tokens by native speakers. Thirdly, the procedures of how these recordings
and ratings were made will be discussed, as well as how the data were gathered and
analyzed.
Participants
Speakers. The group of speakers for this study consisted of 29 students from two
sections of Russian 422 class taught at Brigham Young University in Winter semester of
2011. Students were offered extra credit for their participation in the study and students
who did not want to participate in the study were offered an extra activity that they could
do instead for the extra credit.
The group of 29 speakers consisted of five females and 24 males. Based on a
questionaire given to the students upon participation (see Appendix B, page 81), the
majority of the students fell into the age group of 18-25, with three being in the age group
of 26-35. Three of these 29 speakers were native speakers of Russian who were enrolled
in Russian 422. However, the recordings of one of these natives were not of good quality
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and were thus deleted from the experiment. A summary of the speakers whose recordings
were analyzed is provided in table one. One non-native speaker and one native speaker
were excluded from the final data analysis due to poor quality of recordings. But
background information was gathered from all 29 speakers.

Table 1
L2 Learners’ Background Information.
L2 Learners

Age

25
(M=22, F=3)

n=22 (18-25)
n=3 (26+)

Average Time spent
in Russian-speaking country
22 months
(15-24 months)

The group of 25 L2 Russian learners were given a questionaire which asked for
basic information about their experience learning Russian. They are all fourth year
Russian students at BYU, all of whom had served missions in Russian-speaking countries
(Russia or Ukraine) for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The group
averaged 22 months of time spent in the country of the target language. All 25 of these
speakers reported English to be their only native language.
Raters. The group of raters consisted of 8 native Russian speakers. Six of these
eight raters were currently residing in Kiev, Ukraine. Kiev was selected because it is
predominantly Russian speaking and travel to Ukraine is much cheaper and easier than to
Russia. Although there can be some small segmental differences between the Russian
spoken in Russia and the Russian spoken in Ukraine, there are no noticeable
suprasegmental differences.The other two raters (raters 1 and 2) are student instructors of
Russian at BYU and are currently living in the United States. In total, the group consisted
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of four female and four male raters ranging in age from 26 to 41. In a questionaire, raters
were asked about their exposure to American speakers of Russian as a second language
as well as about their time, if any, spent in the United States. Among the raters in Kiev,
only one had spent more than a few weeks in the United States, but all of the raters in
Kiev reported that they rarely or never speak with American L2 speakers of Russian.
Table 2Rater Background Information

Instruments
Speaker Tokens. The tokens given to the speakers to record consisted of four
question/answer sets. Between two to four variations were created from each sentence,
resulting in 58 different question/answer sets. The tokens included very common words
that fourth year Russian students should be familiar with. The questions were in the form
of a yes/no question, meaning that there were no question words present. This would
require the speaker to correctly use Intonation Construction 3, as was previously
discussed in Chapter 2. The answer was ‘No’ to this question followed by a cue that
should have triggered the proper intonation for the question. Based on the answer to the
question, speakers were expected to know where they should put the emphasis in the
question. These question/answer sets were made by taking 16 basic questions and then
coming up with variations of those questions. The questions would vary in that, based on
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the answer, students would be asking about a different part of the question. It should be
emphasized here that no one speaker recorded multiple variations of the same question.
See table below for the variations of a question.
Table 3
Sample Question/Answer Variations.
Question/Answer Variation 1:
Вадим танцевал с Машей на вечеринке?
Vadim danced with Masha at the party?
Нет, он танцевал с Валей на вечеринке.
No, he danced with Valya at the party.
Question/Answer Variation 2:
Вадим танцевал с Машей на вечеринке?
Vadim danced with Masha at the party?
Нет, он танцевал с Машей на концерте.
No, he danced with Masha at the concert.
Question/Answer Variation 3:
Вадим танцевал с
Машей на вечеринке?
Vadim danced with Masha at the party?
Нет, Борис танцевал с Машей на вечеринке.
No, Boris danced with Masha at the party.
The purpose of these variations was to help the native Russian listeners familiarize
themselves with the questions so that it really forced them to focus on what was being
asked about in each new sample. Had the emphasis been on the same word each time that
sentence was read then the listeners may have relied on previous familiarity with that
sentence rather than intonation. Moreover, I chose not to use 83 entirely different
questions because I wanted to maintain a certain level of familiarity with the basic words
in those sentences. If the listeners were straining with each new recording to understand a
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whole new set of words they may have not had the focus on intonation, and
comprehensibility scores might be lower because of it.
The speakers were given a card with four question/answer sets. There were 16
possible cards (See Appendix B).The questions in those question/answer sets contained
anywhere from three words to nine words. Two of those sets would be on the simpler,
shorter side and two on the more complex, longer side. In order to control for
misunderstandings or low ratings that might come as a result of incorrect pronunciation
or word stress, the word stress of each word was marked above the words for the students
to see. Furthermore, students were instructed that if they were unsure of the
pronunciation of a word to ask and I would instruct them. The students were instructed
to read the question and answer carefully and make sure they understood how the answer
related to the question and what the question was about. They were then instructed to
read the question and answer as if they were reading two parts of a dialogue.
Rater Rating Sheet. The rating sheet given to the native Russian listeners
contained four steps for each recording they heard (See Appendix A, page 80). With the
help of a native Russian speaker the rating sheet was translated into Russian. For each
recording they were asked to circle whether the utterance was a question, statement,
incomplete statement and were also given the option ‘I don’t know’. Secondly, if they
believed the utterance to be a question they were then asked to write out the word they
believed the speaker was asking about or emphasizing. Thirdly, they were asked to circle
a number on a six-point Likert scale, rating the speaker’s accent, 6=Native, 5=Very good,
4=Good, 3=Average, 2=Strong and 1=Very strong. A six point scale was chosen so that
there was no middle number that raters could circle when they weren’t sure what rating to
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give. The last part of the rating given to each recording was a rating of comprehensibility.
They were asked to rate the utterance on how difficult it was to understand. This was to
be measured on a 5-point Likert scale; 5=Very easy, 4=Easy, 3=Difficult, 2=Very
difficult and 1=I didn’t understand anything. I chose the five point scale because I didn’t
know what should come between ‘easy’ and ‘difficult’. There was concern that if there
was an option such as ‘not easy and not difficult’, this would become the fallback
selection when fatigue set in. Moreover, had the comprehensibility scale been the same as
the accentedness scale raters may have thought that if they gave the speaker a 3 on accent
they should also give them a 3 on comprehensibility.
Procedures
Speaking/Recording. The student recordings took place over the course of three
days on BYU campus. An announcement was made in class and a sign-up sheet passed
around. When students arrived to record they were asked to sign a consent sheet and fill
out the questionaire. They were then given the paper with the questions to read. They
were instructed to read over the questions several times and that, if they had any
questions about pronunciation of any words, I would tell them how to pronounce it.
Secondly, they were told to read each section as if they were reading two parts of a
dialogue. Lastly, if, while recording, they stuttered or pronounced a word wrong we
recorded that question and answer again. The entire speaking/recording session took
about 10 minutes for each student.
The recordings were taken using Praat on a laptop with a basic Logitech USB
Desktop Microphone. After all of the recordings were taken they were opened with Praat
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and the question was extracted from the question/answer pair and saved as a separate file.
On the rating sheet I gave the raters the options of marking an utterance as a question,
statement or incomplete sentence. Three students, in addition to their three questions also
submitted a statement. Raters listened to a total of 82 utterances. Three of these were
statements, and the remaining 79 were questions. To make statement recordings I deleted
‘No’ from the beginning of the answer portion and kept the answer to the question. The
incomplete sentence was taken by looking for a recording that had a long enough pause
following, “No” making it possible to cut it off without it being obvious that it had been
cut off.
With the exception of three participants, three recordings per speaker were used in
the final list to be rated. There were three participants from whom a statement was made
and they had a total of four recordings to be rated. One speaker had only two recordings
rated due to the poor quality of some of the recordings. The recordings were manually
randomized so that no two recordings from one speaker were next to each other. I also
made sure to not have two of the same questions next to each other. These were put into a
playlist using iTunes. Since the samples were randomly randomized, they did not change
order each time the experiment was conducted with native listeners.
Listening/Rating. To catch any glitches in the process or the recordings a pilot
was run of the entire listening/rating experiment with a native Russian speaker. Her
ratings were not included in the final data.
For the actual study presented here, four listening/rating sessions took place. Two
of these sessions took place in a home in Kiev and two sessions took place in a classroom
on BYU campus. In each session the listeners were asked to sign a consent form, fill out
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a questionaire and were read instructions in Russian on what they were expected to do
(Appendix B, page 80). They were given a packet with the rating sheet mentioned above
for each of the 86 recordings that they were about to hear. There were three listeners in
each of the two sessions held in Kiev. They were instructed to not to discuss their
answers with one another. The recordings were played for the raters through the speakers
of a laptop computer. Additionally, they were allowed to hear the samples up to three
times upon request. On average the listeners requested to hear the recording more than
once for the majority of the 86 recordings, especially in Kiev, where they weren’t as
familiar with American accents. The entire listening/rating portion took a little over an
hour for the listeners to complete.
Raters listened to each sample, circled whether they thought the utterance was a
question, statement, incomplete sentence and were also given the option of ‘I don’t
know’. After selecting one of these options they were asked to, if they thought the
utterance was a question to write the word they felt the speaker was asking about. Lastly,
they were asked to give a rating to each recording on accentedness and comprehensibility
(Appendix B, page 80).
Analysis of Data
Data from the speakers’ questionaires were entered into an Excel file. For the
purpose of this study I chose to only focus on a few constructs in that questionaire for the
purpose of making generalizations about the group. That is to say, the present study will
not investigate inter-speaker differences, i.e. what factors may have made some students
perform better than others. Using Excel an average age, time spent in the country and
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hours of instruction was calculated for the entire group.

Intelligibility ratings. For

each recording I created a sort of answer key to be used for my own reference. I grouped
the ratings by speaker. Column 1 was the speaker. Column 2 contained the word in the
question, according to their question/answer pair, that should have emphasized. For
Column three I entered the word that they actually emphasized. I determined this word
by pulling up their questions in Praat, which gives a visual display of the intonation
contour, and selecting the highest peak in that contour. Praat allows you to click on that
peak and hear what syllable of which word is being said on that peak. I then recorded
what word had the highest peak in the sentence. For questions that had multiple peaks of
the same height, I recorded all the words that got peaks. For questions that had no
distinguishable peak, I simply wrote ‘none’.

Figure 3. Praat Image Used to Determine Intonational Peak.
Then, for each rater I made two columns, making a total of 16 rater columns. One
column was to be used for an accuracy analysis, in which there would be a zero or a one.
A one was given if the listener correctly identified the word that was being asked about
during the intelligibility rating a zero if they did not. The second column for the rater I
filled with the word that the listener thought was being emphasized. At the end of the
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raters’ columns I made a column to indicate how many raters out of eight correctly
understood their question. To the right of that column I divided the number correct by the
number possible and came up with an overall percentage correct for each speaker. This is
their intelligibility score, meaning, this is what number of their utterances were correctly
understood by natives as questions, and what the questions were about. To calculate
intelligibility scores an accuracy analysis was run.
Accentedness/Comprehensibility. All of the utterances were grouped in an
Excel file by speaker. For each utterance there were 18 columns. One for the speaker, 16
columns, two for each of the eight raters. One column was for the accentedness rating
and one for the comprehensibility rating. Following these 16 columns was another
column which showed their average accentedness and comprehensibility rating for each
utterances across the raters. And lastly two additional columns were added to show
overall accentedness and comprehensibility ratings for each speaker. This was calculated
by adding together their averages scores of each of their three utterances. A series of
correlations using Pearson’s r and paired t-tests were run to determine relationships and
differences respectively between accentedness, comprehensibility and intelligibility
scores. The results of these will be discussed in Chapter 4
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Chapter 4: Results
Chapter Overview
The purpose of the study was to explore whether fourth year Russian students
were able to use intonation in asking a question and to specify what they were asking the
question about. This construct has been described in previous chapters as the speaker’s
intelligibility. The second part of this study asked native Russians to rate each of these
speakers’ utterances on accentedness and comprehensibility and to then see how these
scores correlated with their intelligibility scores. The research questions were as follows:
1. Are speakers of Russian as an L2 able to use intonation to convey that they are
asking a question as opposed to making a statement?
2. Are speakers of Russian as an L2 able to use intonation to emphasize the word
that they are asking about?
3. Is there correlation between the accentedness and comprehensibility scores
given by native speakers and speakers’ intelligibility scores?
In section two of this chapter, I will present additional results that were also found
regarding rater agreement with one another and with Praat as well as accuracy based on
different parts of the sentence.
Intelligibility
Question #1: Ability of L2 Russian learners to use intonation to make
question/statement distinction.
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Most speakers recorded three questions to be reviewed (some speakers had four
and one speaker had only two, the reasons for this are discussed in Chapter 3). These
samples were presented to the raters in random order but I grouped them together by
speaker for the purpose of data analysis. Raters were asked to identify whether the
utterance they heard was 1) a question, 2) a statement or 3) an incomplete sentence and
were also given a fourth option of ‘I don’t know’. To calculate the data for Research
Question 1, I created an accuracy analysis. For each of a speaker’s utterances there were
eight points available, one point from each rater. If the rater correctly identified the
utterance as a question, then I entered a one, if the rater incorrectly identified or chose ‘I
don’t know’, a zero was given. The number of ‘1s’ for each utterance was then tallied.
Each utterance had a total of eight possible (1 point for each rater). The speaker was then
given an overall accuracy score by adding up their total for the three utterances and
dividing it by the total possible(24). Some speakers submitted four utterances because
one was a statement and one speaker submitted only two recordings because the others
were poor quality. The possible for these speakers would have been 32 and 16
respectively. Because both research questions one and two pertain to intelligibility, we
will give these two constructs separate names. Intelligibility A refers to the speakers’
ability to use intonation to make a question/statement distinction. Intelligibility B refers
to the speakers’ ability to use intonation to ask about more specific information in the
question by emphasizing a specific word.
To arrive at this Intelligibility A score for the group of L2 Russian learners, I
excluded the scores from the two native speakers’ productions. To answer the question of
whether fourth year L2 learners of Russian are able to use intonation I took the average of
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the group of speakers’ scores without the scores of the native Russians. My results found
that raters correctly identified L2 speakers’ utterances as questions on average 88.63% of
the time with a range of 54.17%-100%. Table 4 shows the average Intelligibility score for
the group of L2 learners and the score for the natives. The native Russian score is lower
because only two scores were used to find the average.
Table 4.
Group Intelligibility A Scores of L2 Russian Learners.
L2 Learners

Native Russians

88.63%
(54.17-100%)

88.54%
(83.3393.75%)
Median: 91.67%, Mode 95.83%
Question #2: Ability of L2 Russian learners to use intonation to emphasize the
word they are asking about.
As noted above, native Russian raters were asked to identify an utterance as a
question, statement or incomplete sentence. To test for Research Question #2 raters were
asked if they believed the utterance was a question, to write the word they felt the speaker
was emphasizing or asking about.
Of the 82 utterances the raters listened to, 79 were questions. For each question I
made an answer key by marking down what word they should have emphasized with
intonation according to the answer that followed that question. I then created an accuracy
analysis based on the actual word raters identified as being emphasized for each rater
who rated this utterance. Each utterance had a possible eight points, one point for each
rater. I then compared the raters’ answers against the answer key I created. If the rater
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correctly identified what the speaker was supposed to be asking about I put a ‘1’. If they
did not correctly identify what was being asked about I assigned a ‘0’. The number
correct or the number of ‘1s’ was then added up and divided by eight, for the number of
raters. If, for example, a rater received a score of 6 for one utterance, 4 for another and 7
for the third the total (17) would be divided by the total number possible(24). The number
correct was divided by the total number possible for that speaker for all of their rated
utterances and converted to a percentage. The resulting number is their ‘Intelligibility B’
score, or their ability to use intonation to convey what it is they are asking about. The
Intelligibility B score was my main point of interest and will be the score that is most
often referred to for the rest of the study.
The intelligibility scores for the utterances produced by the native Russians were
not included in the group average. Interestingly, these two natives did not receive 100%
for their Intelligibility B scores. One received 84.38% and the other 79.17%. The highest
score from the native, namely 84.38% was used to “curve” the non-native speakers’
scores. It is important to note that although 26 L2 learners participated in the recording
process, only 25 learners’ scores were calculated due to poor quality of the recordings of
one of the speakers. The average scores for the other 25 speakers were calculated by
dividing the average by the high native score of 84.38%.
Table 5.
Group Intelligibility B Scores.
L2 Speakers’ Scores
L2 Speakers’
(Pre-Curve)
Scores (Post-Curve)
31.75%
37.63%
(0-83.33%)
(0-98.76%)
Post-Curve Median: 34.57%, Post-Curve Mode: 0%

Native Speakers
(Not Curved)
81.77%
(79.17-84.38%)
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Correlations
Question #3 Correlation between accentedness, comprehensibility and
intelligibility.
To answer the third research question we asked the native listeners to rate each
utterance or recording for accent on a scale of 1 to 6, 1 being ‘very strong accent’ and 6
being ‘native accent’. We then asked the raters to rate the utterance on comprehensibility
on a scale of 1 to 5, 5 being ‘very easy to understand’ and 1 being ‘didn’t understand
anything they said’. Each speaker had an average of three recordings that were rated by
the natives. For each recording speakers received eight separate accentedness and
comprehensibility scores. Each speaker was given an overall score for accentedness and
one for comprehensibility, based on an average of their ratings from the eight raters for
each of the three utterances.
Though accentedness and comprehensibility were on different scales (6 vs. 5),
scores were made comparable by reducing them to percentages. So, for example, if one
speaker’s average accentedness score was 3.5 and their comprehensbility score was 4.1
then each was divided by the total possible for that construct, which was 6 for
accentedness and 5 for comprehensibility: 3.5/6= .58(or 58%) and 4.1/5= .82(or 82%).
The percentages made them comparable to the intelligibility scores which were in
percentage form. So this speaker’s overall scores would have been 58% for accentedness,
with 0% being very strong accent and 100% being native accent and 82% for
comprehensibility, meaning that the speaker was very easy to understand. The two native
scores were not included in the analysis of comprehensibility and accentedness scores.
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Using the converted scores, paired t-tests were run to determine whether ratings
assigned to the learners for accent, comprehensibility and intelligibility were significantly
different from one another. Results of these paired t-tests revealed the following: ratings
for accentedness and comprehensibility showed a significant difference (t= -31.548,
df=24, p=0.004). A series of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were
computed to assess the relationship between scores for 1) accentedness and
comprehensibility, 2) accentedness and intelligibility, and 3) comprehensibility and
intelligibility. A strong positive correlation was found between accentedness and
comprehensibility (r= 0.777, n=25, p<0.0005). No significant correlation was found
between accentedness and intelligibility or between comprehensibility and intelligibility.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between these three variables.
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Figure 4. Correlation Between Accentedness and Comprehensibility for L2 Learners.
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Accentedness scores were more favorable than found for comprehensibility and
comprehensibility scores were generally higher than intelligibility scores. It is worth
noting the clear relationship between accentedness and comprehensibility, illustrating the
the strong correlation outlined above.
Additional Questions: Accuracy Based on Part of Sentence
In a yes-no question in Russian where there is no context, emphasis falls on the
verb. The question arose as to whether speakers’ intelligibility would be higher on the
utterances where the emphasized word coincided with the verb. Secondly, English default
question intonation has higher pitch at the end of the question, which posed the question
as to whether intelligibility scores would being higher on utterances when it was the last
word in the sentence that the speaker was to emphasize.
I defined five categories in which the emphasized word could fall: first word, the
subject phrase, the verb, the object phrase and the last word. For the subject and object
categories, any word that was related to the subject or object fell into the ‘subject’ and
‘object’ categories respectively. As illustrated in the sentence below sometimes there
were multiple words in the subject phrase and/or object phrase category. The word that
the speaker should have emphasized is in bold. Moreover, certain words, like ‘Vadim’ in
the sentence below fell into both the ‘First Word’ category as well as the ‘Subject Phrase’
category.
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Figure 5. Breakdown of a Sample Sentence By Part of Sentence.

Using Excel, I put in the 73 questions (82 minus the six utterances by native
speakers and 3 utterances that were statements) into a worksheet to be analyzed. The
chart below represents the results (the numbers added together do not add up to 73
because there were many sentences where the emphasized word fell into two categories).
To get the number possible for a given category the number of instances was multiplied
by the number of raters (8). To get the accuracy number by category the number of times
an utterance was correctly understood was divided by the number possible for that
category. The chart below shows the number of instances, total possible and accuracy
scores for each category.
Table 6.
Number or Instances By Category.
Category of
emphasized word
# of instances
where emphasized
# possible times # of
raters
Correct/Possible
Accuracy

1st
Word
19

Subject
Phrase
30

Verb

152
(19X8)
17/152
11.18%

240
(30X8)
48/240
20.00%

6

Object
Phrase
37

Last
Word
25

48
(6X8)
32/48
66.67%

296
(37X8)
110/296
37.16%

200
(25X8)
84/200
42.00%
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As the chart below shows, the highest accuracy scores went to the ‘Verb’
category. Speakers performed the best in questions where the verb was supposed to be
emphasized. The ‘Last Word’ category came in second. The category that received the
lowest accuracy scores was that of ‘1st Word’, meaning that sentences where the first
word was supposed to be emphasized received the lowest accuracy scores.

Figure 6. Correctly Understood Utterances By Part of Sentence
Sub-question #2: Rater agreement.
To test for agreement between raters, the responses to the 83 utterances were
placed into three categories. Responses where either 7 or 8 of the raters all agreed and got
the correct answer were placed in Category 1. The second category was for responses
where between 2 to 6 of the raters got the correct answer. The third category was for
responses where only one or no raters got the correct answer. Both the first and the third
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category constitute rater agreement, because either they all agreed with one another and
got the correct answer or they all agreed with one another but got the incorrect answer.
The totals of the first and third category were then added together and divided by the
number possible (82).
Table 7.
Agreement Among Raters. These numbers showed how many of the 8 raters agreed by
utterance.
Category 1: 7-8 Correct
Category 2: 2-6 Correct
Category 3: 0-1 Correct

3/82
5/82
5/82

2 Total of Categories 1& 3
68/82
1
83% Agreement
4

As the table indicates, raters agreed with one another 83% of the time either in
agreeing that a speaker got it correct or incorrect.
Sub-Question #3: Rater Agreement with Praat
Using Praat software, for acoustic analysis, I was visually examined the
intonation contour drawn out in a line. By clicking on the tip of the highest peak or the
pitch, one may hear what word is being spoken at that point.
Figure 5 is an example of the visual representation of a good (monotone leading
up to the peak, sharp rise in intonation, followed by a drop in tone) intonation contour in
Praat. The blue line shows the intonation contour and the highest point. This is known
as the pitch peak, i.e., the emphasized word and is shown with a red arrow.
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Figure 7. Sample Intonation Contour in Praat.
For each utterance I analyzed the word that was being emphasized, via the pitch
peak, according to Praat. Two types of intonation contours that were difficult to
account for in calculating this question were that of a contour where there were multiple
peaks and a contour where there was no distinct peak. Below is a chart that shows an
example of ratings of an utterance based on agreement with the word that was
emphasized in Praat. As you can see, for this utterance, all eight raters agreed that utrom
was the emphasized word or the word the speaker was asking about.
Table 8.
Sample Chart Used to Determine Rater Agreement with Praat.
Praat

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

Total

Utrom

Utrom

Utrom

Utrom

Utrom

Utrom

Utrom

Utrom

Utrom

8/8

In Russian, a yes-no question is categorized by a somewhat monotone intonation
leading up to a sharp peak on the word in question or emphasized word and then the tone
drops down lower than it was leading up to the emphasized word. An utterance with
multiple peaks does not follow this strict pattern and would cause some confusion for a
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listener. Likewise, an utterance without any peaks would more closely resemble a
statement which doesn’t have any peaks in tone. There were 11 utterances that either had
two peaks or no peaks at all. I did not include these in my overall calculation of
agreement with Praat score. And because there were only 11 such utterances, no claims
can be made about what effect these type of utterances might have had on raters’
interpretations of them.
The Praat agreement score was calculated as follows for each utterance. The
problematic 11 utterances mentioned were subtracted plus statements, leaving 68
utteraces to be tested. The native scores were included in this number. For each utterance,
the number of raters(R1, R2, etc.) that agreed with Praat was added up and divided by the
total possible points(8) and reported in the column marked (Total). The instances of
agreement were then divided by the total number possible and converted to a percentage.
According to these data the native raters agreed with the word Praat showed to be the
emphasized 82% of the time.
It should be noted here that I did not take into account, when calculating raters’
agreement with Praat, the intelligibility B score, meaning whether raters correctly
identified the word that the speaker was supposed to be asking about. Because all the
utterances used in this part of the study had only one peak, which is all you need in
Russian to convey you’re asking a question, raters thought they were understanding the
question correctly. They were not told which word the speaker was supposed to
emphasize. All that was relevant here was whether raters’ opinions about which word
was being emphasized matched the word emphasized according to the pitch peak in
Praat.
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Conclusion
This chapter has presented the data analysis and results achieved regarding
intelligibility as well as ratings of accentedness and comprehensibility. It additionally
investigated questions about agreement between raters, one with another, and with the
acoustic software Praat, as well as whether emphasized words in certain parts of the
sentence were more intelligible than others. The results find that L2 Russian speakers are
able to use intonation to indicate that they are asking questions (89%), but are much less
successful when trying to use intonation to emphasize the word they are asking about
(38% intelligibility). The data showed correlation between accentedness and
comprehensibility scores but no such correlation between accentedness and intelligibility
nor between comprehensibility and intelligibility. Additionally, the study found that
utterances where the verb was emphasized had a higher intelligibility rate (67%). Lastly,
the study found that native raters agree amongst themselves at the same rate that they
agree with the Praat (82%).
In Chapter 5 we will discuss some of the possible reasons for these results,
limitations of the study as well as pedagogical and communicative implications.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Chapter Overview
The purpose of this study was to explore whether fourth year students of Russian
as a second language could use intonation to convey that they were asking a question and
what they were asking the question about. Secondly, the study explored how this ability
affected comprehensibility and accentedness as interpreted by native speakers. This
chapter will first answer the research questions examined in Chapter 4. Then, general
limitations of the study will be discussed. Specific limitations as well as directions for
future research will be discussed more in-depth within each topic. After the questions are
answered the results and limitations of these constructs will be discussed in subsequent
sections. The other parts of data from Chapter 4 that I felt deserved attention were the
high rates at which native listeners agreed with the audio analysis software Praat. This,
along with other ideas and proposals will be discussed in the Future Research section
within each factor. Lastly, the section on pedagogical implementation will suggest ways
that these findings might translate to the classroom as well as ideas for teaching
intonation.
Research Question #1
As was shown in Chapter 4, students were able to use intonation to indicate that
they are asking a question 89% of the time. This meant that they were able to use
intonation correctly in their utterance to indicate that they were asking a question as
opposed to making a statement.
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Research Question #2
This question explored whether students were able to use intonation to stress a
specific word that they were asking about. They were much less successful at this task,
performing correctly at a rate of only 38%. This was known as the Intelligibility B score
and various aspects of it will be discussed in greater depth in subsequent sections.
Research Question #3
A strong correlation was found between accentedness and comprehensibility
scores (r= 0.777, n=25, p<0.0005). No significant correlation was found between
accentedness and intelligibility nor between comprehensibility and accentedness. The
possible reasons for and limitations of this will be discussed below.
General Limitations of the Study
There were some limitations in the overall formation of the study that should be
mentioned. First, one limitation is that the recordings that were played for the native
speakers to rate were not randomized. They were shuffled so that no speaker had two
recordings in a row or that there were no recordings with the same question right next to
each other. These recordings were played in the same order for all three groups of
listeners. Because of this fatigue could have definitely been a factor in the scores the
natives gave to the speakers, particularly at the end. The second limitation is that a mix of
raters with different backgrounds and exposure to American accents were used. This
exposure or lack of exposure might have affected ratings given. In addition to these
limitations, each construct tested in this study had its own limitations and these will be
discussed more extensively within the discussions of each of those sections.
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Discussion of Accentedness and Comprehensibility Scores
My inclusion of this section in my research was somewhat a sidenote. I was very
interested in the research that had been done on Intelligibility, Comprehensibility and
Accentedness and was interested to see the results of such a study in Russian. This study,
as well as previous studies, defined accentedness as the degree to which a speaker’s
speech deviates from the norms as judged by a native speaker. Comprehensibility is
defined as how difficult or easy it was for the listener to understand the speaker. Both of
these constructs were graded on a Likert scale.
Chapter 4 showed that there was a correlation between accentedness and
comprehensibility scores, but unlike results found in Munro and Derwing (2000), no
strong correlation between intelligibility and comprehensibility was found. The focus of
this experiment really was on intonation and its possible effects on accentedness and
comprehensibility. The data did show correlation between comprehensibility and
accentedness but not between intelligibility and accentedness or intelligibility and
comprehensibility.
Limitations of Accentedness and Comprehensibility Scores. The validity of the
scores given for accentedness might be questionable due to inadequate ways of
measuring the construct. All that was included for the raters to use to rate the speakers on
accentedness and comprehensibility was a Likert scale for each construct. These are such
broad concepts that the way they are rated really needs more attention and detail. The
scale used didn’t tell us much about what was causing the accent or why raters are gave
certain scores.
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Another potential limitation stems from the attitudes from native Russian raters in
Kiev. They made comments like, “Oh, their accents are just terrible” and “Oh, I don’t
know what number to choose, I’ll just pick a three.” It’s one thing to say that the accents
are terrible but the scores did not indicate that the raters felt this way. There was not a
single speaker who received an exceptionally low score. Towards the end of the
experiment, some raters appeared to just pick the middle number for every speaker and
not without putting much thought into it. This clearly calls into question the value of
using untrained native speakers for decisions involving suprasegmentals.
Future Research on Accentedness and Comprehensibility. An in depth study
done on what factors contribute to foreign accent in Russian is still a major gap in the
study of Russian as a foreign language. A more effective rating system that describes
each of the numbers on the Likert scale better rather than just ‘Good’ and ‘Strong
Accent’ should be developed. Raters should be given a chance to focus on the specifics of
what affected the accent. To test for the role that intonation plays in this, L2 speakers
could record two recordings of the same question, one using their own intonation and
another where they are instructed on the proper intonation. The scores of the two would
then be compared to see if the sentence with correct intonation resulted in a better
accentedness score.
I purposely selected two different types of judges. Two judges were selected who
were used to American intonation (two native Russian teachers at Brigham Young
University) and six judges who had very little exposure to American accents in
Russian(native Russian speakers in Kiev, Ukraine). I was interested to see if the
accentedness and comprehensibility scores would be less favorable for listeners who
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were not used to the accent. A future study might use a much larger number of native
Russian raters with more and less exposure to speakers with that accent. The ratings
could then be analyzed for correlation with exposure to that accent and favorable
accentedness and comprehensibility ratings.
Intelligibility and Parts of Sentence
Another question that was investigated in Chapter 4 was whether speakers would
have better intelligibility scores based on different parts of the sentence. The two most
common mistake that speakers seemed to make was incorrectly emphasizing the verb,
which is the default question asking pattern in Russian, and going up in intonation at the
end of a sentence.
These results indicate that the ‘Verb’ category received the highest percentage
(67%). This means that the natives understood the sentences where the verb was
supposed to be emphasized most of all. The second highest score went to the ‘Last Word’
category. Questions where the last word was the word speakers were supposed to
emphasize were 42% accurate. This could be in part due to the fact that in English our
default intonation falls on the end of a word when asking a question. This might suggest
that speakers were transfering this English intonation onto their Russian question.
The category that speakers produced incorrectly and/or was most often incorrectly
understood was the ‘First Word’ category (11%). So it would seem that the verbs were
easier for speakers to correctly produce and/or for natives to correctly understand but
because there were only six instances of utterances where the verb was emphasized, these
data must be viewed with caution.
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Discussion of Intellgibility B Score
The Intelligibility B score was defined as the score given to the students for their
ability to use intonation to ask about something specific in the question. For example to
ask the question, “Grandpa bought grandma flowers at the market?” The focus is on
whether grandpa bought them for grandma as opposed to someone else, and intonation
rises on the word “Grandma” to make it clear that that is the focus of the question. The
students were only able to ask these sorts of focused questions correctly 38% of the time.
Application in Communication. To illustrate what might happen in a real life
conversation when a speaker uses incorrect intonation I asked one of the eight raters who
participated in the experiment to do a post facto activity. I sent him eight of the audio
samples to listen to once again. These samples were selected because they demonstrated
some of the trends I saw in speakers’ intonation patterns. I had the native Russian rater
imagine that this person in the recording was asking such a question in a real life
conversation. I asked him to write down how he would answer.
The first question came from the participant with the highest score. The ‘answer’
came from how the rater wrote he would answer such a question. In the question the
word that is underlined is what the speaker was supposed to be asking about. The word in
bold is the word that speaker actually asked about according to the peak in Praat.
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Table 9.
Example answers to a question with one distinct, correctly placed intonation peak.
Example 1: Correct intonation
Speaker: Дедушка купил бабушке цветы на рынке?
Dedushka kupil babushke tsvety na rynke?
Grandpa bought Grandma flowers at the market?
Listener: Да, бабушке.
Da, babushke.
Yes, grandma.
From this example you can see that this speaker correctly placed the intonation on
the word he was inquiring about and got precisely the answer he was seeking. Other
speakers were not so successful. For example, one type of mistake found that is
particularly problematic is that of having multiple peaks, or multiple words emphasized
in a word or, alternatively, none emphasized at all. Our intonation is quite bouncy in
English and it’s perfectly acceptable to emphasize several words in a sentence. In Russian
intonation, however, the most important part or word in the sentence or question gets
strong emphasis and the rest is monotone. A question spoken with multiple peaks can
cause confusion for the listener as to whether the utterance is even a question at all and
what is being asked about. Table 10 shows a speaker who emphasized 3 different words
(in bold) in his question according to the peaks in Praat.
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Table 10
Example Answer to a Question Given With Multiple Intonation Peaks
Example 2: Multiple peaks
Speaker: Студенты ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
Studenty uzhinayut v kitayskom restorane vo vtornik?
The students eat dinner in a Chinese restaurant on Tuesdays?
Listener: Да, во вторник.
Da, vo vtornik.
Yes, on Tuesdays.
This speaker was supposed to be asking whether the students eat in a Chinese
restaurant rather than a Mexican restaurant, for example. The reply was, “Yes, on
Tuesdays.” The native listener further added in his comments to his answer that he was
not at all sure exactly what the speaker was asking but to him it seemed that the emphasis
was on “Tuesday.” In the main experiment four of the eight raters also felt like the
emphasis was on the word “Tuesday,” one felt the emphasis was on “Chinese,” one felt
like this was an incomplete sentence and two chose the “I don’t know” option. Such
ambiguous intonation would be frustrating for a speaker when they got a reply that did
not answer the question they thought they were asking. Moreover, it would be very
frustrating and confusing for a listener because they would be uncertain how they were
supposed to respond to such an utterance. In spite of these drawbacks the lack of
agreement between these constructs and intelligibility does suggest that intonation—the
critical factor in intelligibility is an important factor in communication.
The dialogue in Table 11 illustrates what also seemed to be a common tendency
in the participants’ intonation: emphasizing the verb. This was the most common mistake
made by the speakers in this test. In Russian when the focus is on whether or not
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someone does something or not one emphasizes the verb. Because Russian doesn’t have
auxillary words such as ‘do’ or ‘did’, this is the intonation needed to ask the most basic of
questions. This type of intonation is taught at the very beginning levels of instruction and
is typically used for yes or no questions without a context of some sort. Speakers in this
experiment knew that intonation needs to be raised to make it understood that a question
is being asked. They did this successfully at a rate of 89%. However, in 47 of the 79
instances where the peak or the word emphasized according to Praat did not match the
word that the speaker was supposed to emphasize. Out of these instances of incorrect
emphasis 25 of the emphases were placed (incorrectly) on the verb.
Table 11
Example Answer to a Question Given With Inotonation Peak on the Verb.
Example 3: Emphasis on verb
Speaker: Брат Миши работает в американском университете?
Brat Mishi rabotaet v amerikanskom universitete?
The brother of Misha works in an American university?
Listener: Да, работает.
Da, rabotaet.
Yes, he works there.
Looking at the dialogue shown in Table 11 you might not see immediately why
such an exchange would be problematic. The speaker asked, “Does Misha’s brother work
in an American university?” And the native answered, “Yes, he works there.” It would
appear that the question was answered. Problems might arise further on in the
conversation when the non-native speaker thinks that that listener confirmed that it’s
Misha’s brother that works there and not Vadim’s, for example. The native thinks that
they answered the person’s question correctly according to their intonation. So further on
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in the conversation you might ask a question such as, “So, is Misha going to go visit his
brother in America?” And the native might give you a confused look and say, “Why
would Misha do that? His brother lives in Kazan”, or something along those lines. This
would undoubtedly slow the flow and ease of communication and require you to
backtrack and clarify. However, a learner doesn’t know how to use intonation to ask
clarifying questions it can be come very complicated. They might just end up quietly
nodding and dropping the subject because they don’t know how to get the information
they desire, which is, unfortunately, rather typical for new learners of a language.
Limitations of Intelligibility B. Three limitations come to mind while
conducting the Intelligibility B experiment: misunderstanding of the task, lack of context
and possible syntax problems.
Lack of comprehension of the task. The Intelligibility B score was calculated
based on whether the speaker emphasized the correct word in a question that was given to
them. They were expected to know what word they were to emphasize based on what the
answer to that question was. Table 12 shows an example of a question/answer set that
was given to the students.
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Table 12
Example of Question/Answer Set Given to Speakers.
Question/Answer Variation 1:
Вадим танцевал с Машей на вечеринке?
Нет, он танцевал с Валей на вечеринке.
Vadym tantseval c Mashey na vecherinke?
Net, on tantseval s Valey na vecherinke.
Translation
Vadim danced with Masha at the party?
No, he danced with Valya at the party.
The speakers were then instructed to read both the question and the answer, to
make sure they understood how the answer relates to the question and then read them
both as if they were reading both parts of a dialogue. The intelligibility score was
dependent upon them understanding that ‘Valya’ is the focus in the answer, therefore
they were supposed to be asking about ‘Masha’ and that’s where they should put their
emphasis. The speakers were not informed that the study was on intonation. This
approach was determined to be the best way to elicit if they were able to create the
intonation patterns on their own without specifically being told which word to emphasize.
The limitation, therefore, is that the task might not have been clear to speakers and it
could have ended up being more of a test of their ability to comprehend instructions
and/or understand how the answer related to the question rather than their ability to use
their intonation correctly in asking such a question.
Awkward wording. Another problem with the Intelligibility B experiment was
possible word order problems. Typically when asking or answering a question in Russian
the new information that is emphasized goes at the end of the sentence. Many of these
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sentences were overly wordy specifically because I didn’t want them to be able to rely
too heavily on word order rather than intonation. A native reading some of these
questions might think that they were worded awkwardly and in some instances a native
Russian would never ask a question that way. A native Russian would most likely ask
these questions using only the word that they are asking about in addition to a couple
other words. Table 13 shows an example of how native Russian speakers in a such a way
that uses only the words that are in question.
Table 13
An Example of a More Authentic Question/Answer Set.
More Authentic Question/Answer set
Он танцевал с Машей?
Нет, с Валей.
On tantseval c Mashey?
Net, c Valyey.
Translation
He danced with Masha?
No, with Valya.
Such succinctness, however, is dependent upon a wider context or an
understanding already established that Vadim was at the party and that he did dance with
someone. But to construct the questions in such a way for this experiment one would
have given the answer away to the listener and they would have had only one or two
words to choose from. In preparing to conduct the experiment I did not have a native
Russian look through the words to check for syntactical correctness or authenticity. I took
the lengthiness of some of the questions into consideration and made sure that each
speaker had a combination of both long questions as well as short and simple questions.
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The awkward wording or the syntax of these sentences could have hindered the
listeners’ ability to correctly comprehend what was being asked about. There is a
possibility that they could have been paying equal amounts of attention to syntax as they
were to intonation. Future research would more carefully craft these sentences to
resemble the way in which questions are actually asked in context without indicating too
obviously what the speaker was asking about.
Lack of context. One major limitation of the question/answer sets that were used
in the Intelligibility B study is that they were completely without context. Very rarely
would a person just walk up to you and ask, “Did Vadim dance with Masha at the party?”
To ask this question without the emphasis on Masha would be just a general inquiry as to
whether an event took place. But by putting the emphasis on Masha it makes it seem like
the speaker already has some information and they are trying to get more or to clarify
something. The complete lack of context with these questions could have been very
confusing for listeners to try to guess what was being asked about. But this was my
intent—to not give them anything other than intonation to base their decisions on.
Future Research on Intelligibility: Context. Future research might find more
innovative and contextually authentic ways to illicit intonation patterns in such a way that
won’t confuse the listener. An interesting qualitative study that could be done would be
one where a non-native listener is given a set of information that he has to try to obtain
from a native speaker. They would then begin a conversation which would be recorded.
The intonation and other strategies used to obtain that information would be observed and
written down. The intonation of questions or utterances that caused particular confusion
could be analyzed in Praat to investigate possible problems with peaks and rises.
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Future Research on Intelligibility: Praat. Results found in Chapter 4 results
suggest that the native listeners agreed with Praat at the same rate that they agreed with
each other. This would imply that Praat is a good determiner of what was being asked
about based on where the highest peak in the utterance is indicated.
Although I only ended up taking an average of three questions per speaker for the
natives to rate, I had a fifth question that I gave to all the speakers to read. I did not
include this in the set for the natives to rate because they would have heard the same
question 28 times. The sentence is a very basic sentence consisting of only four words
(See Table 14). I gathered these samples out of my own interest. The sentence is one that
addresses a couple of the limitations mention above regarding awkward wording, syntax
and context. This question is very simple and is one that first year Russian students
should be able to ask with correct intonation. It might, unlike some of the lengthier
questions, be one that could be asked without context.
Table 14Simple Question/Answer Set Given to All Speakers.
Simple Question
Вы были в ресторане?
Нет, мы были в парке.
Vy byli v restorane?
Net, my byli v parke.
Were you in the restaurant?
No, we were in the park.
Because this question was not submitted to the listeners to be rated I did not
include it in my data in Chapter 4. But because of the experiment which showed that
Praat correctly represented which word natives consider is being emphasized, I analyzed
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this question in Praat to determine speakers’ intelligibilty on this simple question. I
looked to see which word was being emphasized on the highest peak. I then gave the
speaker a ‘1’ if it was correct and a ‘0’ if incorrect. Speakers have probably had to use
this construction many times. The final result was that even with such a simple, familiar
type of sentence only 44% of the speakers emphasized the correct word.
Future research could use Praat in many useful ways in both researching and
teaching intonation. A future study might explore whether Praat can successfully predict
how a native will answer a question based on where the peaks fall within the question. It
would be interesting to explore whether questions asked with ambiguous intonation
resulted in a greater diversity of answers from native listeners. If intonation was flat and
indistinct according to Praat and yet listeners still agreed with each other about what they
felt was being emphasized, it might indicate that listeners are relying on other cues such
as syntax when reacting to such questions.
Future Research on Intelligibility: Perception. Other studies might include the
interpretation of native Russian intonation by non-native listeners. Do their perception
abilities superscede their production abilities? That is, are they able to understand when a
question is being asked better than they are able to make themselves understood when
asking a question?
Future Research on Intelligibility: Instruction. Finally, a future study that would
be of great benefit for language instructors would be a study with a treatment group
involving a pre and post test. One group would receive formal instruction on the various
intonation contours and how to correctly use intonation to ask about the various parts of
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the sentence. The scores of the treatment group would then be compared to the scores of
the control group.
Pedagogical Implications
Chun (1988) specifically points out the lack of attention given to intonation in the
ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines, which only mention intonation at the Advanced High
level. The Oral Proficiency Interview as well as classroom instruction are structured in a
way that doesn’t require the participants to produce specific intonation. The problem with
this is that intonation is needed for speakers at even the most elementary level as they
begin to communicate in a real life situation with native speakers who don’t know what
they’re trying to say the way an instructor does. Our assessment and our teaching
methods underestimate the importance of intonation and do the students a disservice in
terms of what would be expected of them in a real-life situation. The struggle that arises
for teachers is how to create situations in which incorrect intonation causes confusion and
leads you to a dead end the way it might in real life communication. Below are a few of
the suggestions that teachers could incorporate into their methodology.
More Listening and Formal Instruction. Teachers already have a lot of content
to cover. They are outnumbered by their students by usually 10 to 1 or more. Dialogues
that go on between students are typically scripted and are said with monotone recitation.
It is impossible for the teacher to give each student a chance to have a real life
conversation with a speaker who will speak with correct intonation and respond to their
intonation the way a native would. Students could have a lab where they listen to
different dialogues and conversations in different situations. It may not fit much into the
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communicative approach, but a half an hour each week of formal instruction on the
various intonation contours could help students know what to listen and strive for.
Students could listen to an utterance, try and guess with contour they are hearing. If it is a
question, they would say what they think the speaker is asking about. This could then be
accompanied by the students drawing a line on the board or doing a hand motion of how
they heard the intonation. The students would then try and imitate what they heard and
come up with a few of their own statements using that intonation.
Audio-Visual Feedback. This study found Praat to be very useful in giving a
visual representation of intonation. Students could use Praat or some other software for
acoustic analysis to compare their intonation contours to the contours of a native Russian
speaker. Speech recognition programs are already being used to improve pronunciation.
The same software that responds to what you ask could be programmed to respond to
how you ask it. The answer or response you receive would be based on where you put the
emphasis in your utterance.
Language Exchange. With the help of the internet and video chat programs, such
as Skype, chatting with native Russians has never been more accessible. This would
allow students to have authentic exchanges with natives who aren’t used to their accents
or who aren’t already anticipating what they are going to ask. Students could then learn
how their intonation conveys or confuses meaning. The real life situations that I
experienced where I wasn’t understood because of my intonation were the impetus for
my interest in intonation. In a classroom students feel silly using the seemingly
exaggerated intonation that is necessary when asking questions in Russian. But in a real
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life situation they would see that Russians really do speak that way and that you really do
need to say it with that kind of intonation to make yourself understood.
Conclusion
This study explored L2 Russian speakers’ ability to use intonation to correctly ask
a question, defined as intelligibility. In addition, this study investigated ratings given to
those speakers for accentedness and comprehensibility. Although the data collected for
ratings of accentedness and comprehensibility were more of an appendage, they do
provide verification of the importance of intonation in communication. This study
suggested that intonation is essential in the most basic of exchanges in communication.
The fact that fourth year Russian students were only able to correctly use intonation to
ask a question 38% of the time implies that more instruction is needed in this area. A few
methods of teaching intonation that might be incorporated into the classroom have been
proposed. These methods include formal instruction and more listening of authentic
Russian speech, audio-visual feedback with a program such as Praat and more authentic
language exchanges with native Russians using online video chat software.
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Appendix B: Instruments
Questionaire for Native Russian Raters
Ф.И.О:____________________________________________________ Пол:________
Возраст:_________

Место и страна жительства:_____________________________

1. Какой у вас родной язык?

2. Какие языки вы знаете?

3. Как часто по шкале 1 до 6 вы общаетесь с американскими говорящими на
русском как на иностранном? (обведите кружочком только одну цифру
1
Никога

2
Редко

3
Раз в месяц

4
Часто

5
Раз в неделю

4. Вы когда-нибудь жили в С.Ш.А? Если да, на какой срок?

6
Каждый день
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Rating Sheet for Native Russian Listeners
Образец 1
1. Звукозапись, которую Вы прослушали, содержала: (обведите кружочком только
один вариант)
Утверждение
знаю

Вопрос

Незаконченное предложение

Не

2. Если, по-вашему мнению, говорящий задал вопрос, то на каком слове было
сделан особый акцент или в чем состоял вопрос говорящего?
3. Пожалуйста, оцените акцент говорящего по шкале от 1 до 6 (обведите кружочком
только одну цифру).

6
1
Стандартный
сильный

5

4

3

Очень хороший

Хороший

Средний

2
Сильный

Очень

4. Пожалуйста, оцените насколько легко понять говорящего: (обведите кружочком только
одну цифру).

5
4
Очень легко
Легко

3

Трудно

2
Очень трудно

5. Пожалуйста, объясните Ваш выбор по каждому пункту.

1
Ничего не понятно
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Participant ID
Questionnaire for speakers
___________
Name:____________________________________________
Please take your time answering the following questions, and be as honest as possible.
Your answers will not be correlated with your name.
1.

Gender:

(circle one)

2.

Age: (circle one)

Female

18-25

Male
26-35

36-45

46+

3. What language do you speak with your parents?
__________________________________
4. What language do you consider to be your native language?
__________________________________
5. Fill in the chart below with information about your stay(s) in a Russian speaking
country (if applicable): If you have been in the country more than 3 times than only fill
out the chart for the times you have been there longer than a month.
STAY 1

STAY 2

STAY 3

How old were you?

How old were you?

How old were you?

How long were you there?

How long were you there?

How long were you there?

In which city did you live?

In which city did you live?

In which city did you live?
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Question Groups for Speakers to Read
Group 1
1. Саша ездит в Москву с папой?
Нет, он ездит в Москву один.
8. Вадим танцевал с Машей на вечеринке?
Нет, Борис танцевал с Машей на вечеринке.
15. Дедушка купил бабушке цветы на рынке?
Нет, дедушка купил бабушке цветы в магазине.
27. Студенты обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
Нет, студенты обычно ужинают в украинском ресторане во вторник.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 2
2. Саша ездит в Москву сегодня?
Нет, он ездит в Тверь сегодня.
9. Арабские девушки играют в футбол?
Нет, арабские девушки играют в баскетбол.
18. Михаил звонит жене пока он ходит на работу?
Нет, Михаил звонит жене пока он ходит в спортивный зал.
25. Студенты обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
Нет, студенты обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане в среду.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 3
3. Саша ездит в Москву сегодня?
Нет, Женя ездит в Москву сегодня.
10. Арабские девушки играют в футбол?
Нет, мексиканские девушки играют в футбол.
31. Каждый год Олег ездит со своими друзьями на море?
Нет, каждый месяц Олег ездит со своими друзьями на море.
23. Анна читает статью о русской истории?
Нет, Анна читает статью о русской литературе.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 4
3. Саша ездит в Москву сегодня?
Нет, Саша ездит в Москву завтра.
11. Арабские девушки играют в футбол?
Нет, арабские мальчики играют в футбол.
18. Михаил звонит жене пока он ходит на работу?
Нет, Михаил звонит жене пока он ходит в спортивный зал.
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40. Брат Миши работает в американском университете?
Нет, брат Максима работает в американском университете.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 5
5. Маша обычно пьёт чай утром?
Нет, Маша обычно пьёт чай вечером после работы.
12. Дедушка купил бабушке цветы на рынке?
Нет, дедушка купил внучке цветы на рынке.
26. Студенты обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
Нет, бизнесмены обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник.
45. Его подруга любит спорт?
Нет, его брат любит спорт.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 6
51. Ира хорошо знает английский?
Нет, Ира плохо знает английский.
6. Вадим танцевал с Машей на вечеринке?
Нет, он танцевал с Машей на концерте.
33. Каждый год Олег ездит со своими друзьями на море?
Нет, каждый год Олег ездит со своими друзьями в горы.
35. Сестра Паши готовит пирожки с грибами?
Нет, сестра Олега готовит пирожки с грибами.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 7
7. Вадим танцевал с Машей на вечеринке?
Нет, он танцевал с Валей на вечеринке.
52. Ира хорошо знает английский?
Нет, Ира плохо знает испанский.
21. Анна читает статью о русской истории?
Нет, Анна читает книгу о русской истории.
28. Студенты обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
Нет, студенты обычно обедают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
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Group 8
50. Богдан написал это письмо?
Нет, Богдан написал это сочинение.
43. Брат Миши работает в американском университете?
Нет, брат Миши работает в американском заводе.
36. Сестра Паши готовит пирожки с грибами?
Нет, сестра Паши ест пирожки с грибами.
30. Каждый год Олег ездит со своими друзьями на море?
Нет, каждый год Пётр ездит со своими друзьями на море.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 9
49. Богдан написал это письмо?
Нет, Витя написал это письмо.
42. Брат Миши работает в американском университете?
Нет, брат Миши работает в английском университете.
35. Сестра Паши готовит пирожки с грибами?
Нет, сестра Олега готовит пирожки с грибами.
28. Студенты обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
Нет, студенты обычно обедают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 10
48. К ней Саша пришел?
Нет, к нам Саша пришел.
41. Брат Миши работает в американском университете?
Нет, брат Миши учится в американском университете.
34. Сестра Паши готовит пирожки с грибами?
Нет, мама Паши готовит пирожки с грибами.
27. Студенты обычно ужинают в китайском ресторане во вторник?
Нет, студенты обычно ужинают в украинском ресторане во вторник.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 11
47. К ней Саша пришла?
Нет, к ней мама пришла.
40. Брат Миши работает в американском университете?
Нет, брат Максима работает в американском университете.
33. Каждый год Олег ездит со своими друзьями на море?
Нет, каждый год Олег ездит со своими друзьями в горы.
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12. Дедушка купил бабушке цветы на рынке?
Нет, дедушка купил внучке цветы на рынке.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 12
55. Сегодня будет экзамен?
Нет, сегодня не будет экзамен.
4. Маша обычно пьёт чай утром?
Нет, Маша обычно пьёт кофе утром.
56. Русские студенты ездят в университет на машине?
Нет, русские студенты ездят в университет на автобусе.
22. Анна читает статью о русской истории?
Нет, Анна читает статью об американской истории.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 13
57. Русские студенты ездят в университет на машине?
Нет, американские студенты ездят в университет на машине?
53. Сегодня будет экзамен?
Нет, сегодня будет лекция.
15. Дедушка купил бабушке цветы на рынке?
Нет, дедушка купил бабушке цветы в магазине.
10. Арабские девушки играют в футбол?
Нет, мексиканские девушки играют в футбол.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 14
52. Ира хорошо знает английский?
Нет, Ира плохо знает испанский.
58. Русские студенты ездят в университет на машине?
Нет, русские бизнесмены ездят в университет на машине?
38. Сестра Паши готовит пирожки с грибами?
Нет, сестра Паши готовит пирожки с мясом.
54. Сегодня будет экзамен?
Нет, завтра будет экзамен.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
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Group 15
45. Его подруга любит спорт?
Нет, его брат любит спорт.
20. Анна читает статью о русской истории?
Нет, Анна пишет статью о русской истории.
48. К ней Саша пришел?
Нет, к нам Саша пришел.
18. Михаил звонит жене пока он ходит на работу?
Нет, Михаил звонит жене пока он ходит в спортивный зал.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.
Group 16
37. Сестра Паши готовит пирожки с грибами?
Нет, сестра Паши готовит картофель с грибами.
41. Брат Миши работает в американском университете?
Нет, брат Миши учится в американском университете.
46. Его подруга любит спорт?
Нет, его подруга любит литературу.
49. Богдан написал это письмо?
Нет, Витя написал это письмо.
59. Вы были в парке?
Нет, мы были в ресторане.

